The non-linear response of coupled soil-pile-structure systems to seismic loading is parametrically studied in the frequency domain using two-dimensional (2D) finite elements (FE). The soil-pile interaction in three dimensions (3D) is idealized in the 2D type using soil-pile interaction springs with non-linear hysteretic load displacement relationships. The system under investigation comprises of a single degree of freedom structure supported by an end-bearing single pile founded in a homogenous sand layer over rigid rock. Comparisons with established results from the literature suggest that the adopted FE model reasonably captures the essential features of the seismic response of the coupled soil-pile-structure system. Numerical results demonstrate the strong influence on the effective natural period of the foundation properties. The effect of non-linear soil behavior and soil profile as well as the frequency content of excitation on both kinematic and inertial interactions is illustrated. The relative contributions of kinematic and inertial interaction to the development of dynamic pile bending are clarified.
Introduction
The available procedures of seismic soil-pile-structure interaction (SSPSI) estimation include those based on simplified interactions models such as the beam on dynamic Winkler Foundation approach 1) , 2) , as well as those based on more rigorous FEM 3), 4) or BEM 5), 6) formulations. These methods utilize either simplified two-step methods that uncouple the structure and foundation portions 7) , 8) or a fully coupled SSPSI system in a single step 4), 9) . The coupled 3D FE approach is most representative of the SSPSI system especially when the material nonlinearity caused by soil plasticity is included in the analysis. However, such this method, even if available, has well-known limitations when used in seismic design. This particularly true if the seismic analysis using actual or simulated ground motions is to be performed in the frequency domain. Under these conditions, SSPSI must be computed for a large number of frequencies covering the frequency content of the seismic signal.
Several investigators attempted to propose new procedures to simplify the rigorous 3D FE models. For example, Ozutsumi et al. 10) proposed a method to idealize the soil-pile interaction in 3D into the 2D type using soil-pile interaction springs. While the conventional spring elements used in the analysis of soil-pile interactions are embedded in the same plane of the 2D FE analysis domain, the soil-pile interaction spring proposed by Ozutsumi et al. 10 ) is a spring that connect free pile elements to a 2D mesh of soil profile with non-linear hysteretic load displacement relationships. In this paper, the non-linear response of coupled SSPSI systems under seismic loading is parametrically studied in the frequency domain using 2D FE adopting the simplified model proposed by Ozutsumi et al. 10) . A 2D effective stress FE analysis, FLIP 11) , is employed to this end. The present paper focuses on identification of the fundamental frequencies that dominate the response of SSPSI system not only with linear soil properties but also with non-linear properties of soil. The effects of soil profile and non-linear soil properties on the free-field response, kinematic soil-pile interaction as well as the effective natural frequency of the coupled system are elucidated. The relative contributions of kinematic and inertial interaction to the development of dynamic pile bending are also clarified. Particular concern is placed on the validation of the FE model by comparing the numerical results with those found using other established approaches. The verification of the adopted model is important for practical purposes. Although validation of the current FE model is confirmed in the time domain through a comparison of the FE results with recorded centrifuge data 12) , verification of the model in the frequency domain is necessary.
Problem Definition
The response of a fixed base single degree of freedom (SDOF) structure to seismic loading depends basically on the structural characteristics, namely its mass m st and stiffness k st and the fixed base fundamental frequency of the structure can be given as:
If the predominant frequency of the input motion is close to the fixed base frequency, the structure displacement would be maximized relative to the displacement of the input motion.
When the structure is founded on a compliant soil, not only the structural characteristics but also soil properties will control the response of the soil-structure system leading to the definition of the effective natural frequency (f SSI ). When the predominant frequency of input motion is close to this frequency, the structure displacement (U s ) will be maximized relative to the free field soil displacement (U ff ).
If the structure is supported by piles, both structural characteristics and foundation (soil + pile) properties will control SSPSI response. Not only the effective natural frequency (f SSI ) will control the response in this case but also a pseudo-natural frequency (f pSSI ) does. f pSSI is first introduced by Rovithis et al. 4) as the frequency at which the structure displacement is maximized relative to the pile-head displacement. In this article, the effects of soil profile as well as non-linear soil behavior on the aforementioned frequencies will be illustrated.
The SSPSI examined in this study comprises of an end-bearing single pile supporting a single degree of freedom (SDOF) structure founded on a homogeneous dry sand layer of thickness (L = 30 m) over rigid rock as shown in Fig. 1 . The input motion is specified at bedrock level in the form of harmonic horizontal excitations. These excitations consist of sinusoidal waves of constant amplitude and varying frequency. In the analysis, the non-linear behavior of soil has been discussed by changing the amplitude of input motions.
Numerical Modeling and Material Properties
The 2D effective stress FE analysis, FLIP 11) , has been used to analyze the SSPSI problem. A 30 (m) thick soil stratum was meshed with quad plane elements. The dimension of soil elements limits the value of the highest frequency which is transferable. For that, the vertical dimension of a soil element follows 13) :
where f max is the highest frequency needed in the analysis, f max = 10 Hz and V ' s is the shear wave velocity after the decline of the shear modulus due to soil nonlinearity and related to the initial shear wave velocity V s by:
1/10 is a typical reduction factor of the shear modulus in a range of 1-10% on the strain dependent shear modulus curve. The pile column system was modeled with 20 one dimensional (1D) beam elements. The pile tip is assumed to be pinned. Each node of the pile was connected to the soil mesh with soil-pile spring element. Details on the soil-pile spring could be found in Ozutsumi et al. 10) . The FE analyses were performed in two stages. In the first stage (self-weight analysis), the in-situ stresses were initialized in the soil due to the own weight of the soil. Properties of pile and pile-soil interaction spring were set to be zero during this stage of analysis. During the second stage of analysis (seismic response analysis), the actual properties of soil, pile, and soil-pile interaction spring were assigned. The total mesh size was extended to a horizontal distance of 30-pile diameter to prevent spurious wave reflections at the boundaries. Moreover, tied lateral boundary approach (a simpler alternative to the boundary approach suggested by Zienkiewicz et al. 14) ) that illustrated in Fig. 1 . is used in the analysis. In this approach, the values of displacements, stresses, etc. are identical on both side boundaries. This condition is explicitly imposed in FLIP by an equivalent node concept. The equation of motion of the soil-structure system is given as:
where {σ'}and {ε} are the effective stress and strain vectors, respectively.
[C] and [M] are the damping and mass matrixes, respectively. {u} is the nodal displacement vector. {σ' st } is the vector of effective stress due to gravity.
To solve the equation of motion step by step, the numerical integration was carried out by the Wilson-θ method (θ=1.4) using a time step of 0.01 seconds.
Soil model
The soil model used in this study consists of a multiple shear mechanism 11) with the effective stress and strain vectors in plane strain condition expressed as
then the basic form of the constitutive relation is given by
in which the term {dε p } represents the volumetric strain increment due to dilatancy and is given by
The stiffness matrix is given by
where the first term represents the volumetric mechanism with elastic tangent bulk modulus of soil skeleton K and the direction vector given by
and the second term represents the multiple shear mechanism without volume change. Each mechanism i=1,….,I represents a virtual simple shear mechanism, with each simple shear plane oriented at an angle 
The loading (L) and unloading (U) for shear mechanism are separately defined for each mechanism by the sign of {n
depends on the present state and the history of each virtual simple shear strain γ (i) . The virtual shear stress q (i) is introduced as the shear resistance variable to be defined per unit angle  for mechanism i. When the inherent soil fabric is assumed to be isotropic, the virtual simple shear mechanism is defined by a hyperbolic relation under a constant confining stress as
where q v and γ v are the parameters for defining the hyperbolic relationship and called the virtual shear strength and virtual reference strain, respectively. The virtual tangent shear modulus are obtained for the initial loading as
The relationships between the parameters q v and γ v and the macroscopic shear strength τ m and shear modulus G m can be written as
The shear modulus G m corresponding to effective mean stress σ' m is related to the initial shear modulus G ma corresponding to initial effective mean stress σ' ma as
where m G is a parameter that controls the shear modulus distribution with the depth. If m G = 0, the shear modulus will be constant with the depth and if m G = 0.5, the shear modulus will be proportional to the square root of the depth as shown in Fig. 2 .
The shear strength is related to the angle of internal friction  f and cohesion c as
Parameters for dry sand used in the current FE analysis are shown in Table 1 . The bulk modulus of the soil skeleton K was determined assuming a Poisson's ratio  of 0.4. The initial shear wave velocity (V s ) is calculated using
and found to be = 200 m/s.
Pile Column System
Linear elastic beam elements with three degrees of freedom per node are used for modeling pile and column. Normal force, shear force, and bending moment of each element are obtained directly from the used program.
It is assumed that the pile has a circular cross-section of diameter D p = 1.5 m, length L p = 30 m (equal to the thickness of the soil stratum L), the pile slenderness ratio (L p /D p ) = 20, Young's modulus E p = 65 GPa (i.e. E p /E s = 1000), Poisson's ratio υ s = 0.3, and mass density ρ p = 2.5 t/m 3 . Same material properties were assigned for the column with only a change in column Young's modulus (EI coloumn /EI pile = 1.85).
Although the current paper is limited to the linear behavior of the pile and the structure, the non-linear behavior could be investigated using non-linear beam elements available in FLIP element library.
Properties of the SDOF Structure
The structural mass (m st ) and height (H st ) were set to be 100 Mg and 10 m, respectively leading to a fixed base fundamental frequency of 8.4 Hz and a wave parameter σ concluded that SSI effects are stronger for higher values of 1/σ (i.e., 1/σ > 0.1).
Numerical Tool Validation
Before proceeding to the non-linear analysis effects, a validation of SSPSI phenomenon assuming linear elasticity for soil is performed (i.e. a sample seismic signal is imposed at very low amplitude to ensure linear-elastic soil behavior). The shear modulus of soil is assumed to be constant with depth and a hysteretic damping ratio β s of 0.05 is used in the linear analysis.
Free-Field Motion
Elastic response time histories for free-field motion are derived at different frequencies of excitations. From these time histories, the amplitude of steady-state response is noted and normalized with respect to the amplitude of input bedrock. Thus, amplification of soil stratum is derived at different frequencies and compared with an established approach.
In Fig. 3 , amplification of the soil stratum obtained using the present 2D FE model is compared with that obtained using a simple one-dimensional (1D) free-field analysis (in the frequency domain, Gazetas 7) ) at different frequencies of excitation. Amplification for 1D analysis is given by:
where L = height of soil stratum; f = frequency of excitation; V s = S-wave velocity; β s = hysteretic damping ratio; U g and U ff = Density, amplitude of input bedrock displacement and free-field ground displacement, respectively. The comparison shows that there is an excellent agreement between the current FE method and the free-field analysis conducted by Gazetas 7) for all frequencies range covered in Fig.   3 .
Kinematic Soil-pile Analysis
A seismic S-wave propagating vertically in a soil layer without any foundation causes only horizontal displacements in the free-field soil. A cylindrical pile tends to diffract the incident seismic waves, modifying the free-field soil motion, so that the horizontal displacement of the pile head, U p , will be different from the free-field surface motion U ff , and a rotation  p of the pile head will take place. This type of interaction between piles and soils is called kinematic interaction. This kinematic effect is usually assessed in terms of the kinematic interaction factors I u and I  , which are defined, respectively, as the maximum steady-state translation and rotation of the pile head normalized by the corresponding maximum steady-state displacement of the free field soil surface as: Similar to free-field response, the elastic response time histories of pile head (U p and  p ) are derived at different frequencies of excitations. From these time histories, the amplitude of steady-state response is noted and used to obtain the kinematic interaction factors using Eq. (24). The kinematic interaction factors obtained by this study were compared to established results from the literature 4), 8) . Both fixed and free conditions at pile head were considered.
For a fixed-head pile, the analytical solution for I u is given by the expression 16) :
which was obtained through a properly calibrated dynamic Winkler model. The corresponding kinematic interaction factors for a free head pile are (Nikolaou et al. 17) ):
in the above equations, (k+iwc) denotes the so-called dynamic impedance of the Winkler bed, with w being the cyclic vibrational frequency and i the imaginary unity; q = w/V s is the wave number of the harmonic SH waves in the soil; λ is the well-known Winkler wave number:
Based on the comparative results shown in Fig. 4 that shows the variation of kinematic interaction factors with the normalized frequency (a 0 = w*D p /V s ), it is established that the adopted FE model captures well the variation of kinematic pile response in wide range of frequency.
Kinematic Pile Bending Moment
The verification process continues to include the kinematic pile bending moment arising from the passage of seismic waves through soil layer. The pile bending moments were normalized to the amplitude of bedrock acceleration 4), 8) .
where Ü g is the amplitude of the bedrock acceleration Ü g = w 2 U g . Figure 5 presents the distribution of amplitudes of normalized steady state bending moments for the free and fixed pile head conditions at the first two fundamental frequencies of the soil deposit f 1 and f 2 calculated using the present FE method compared to those obtained by Rovithis et al. 4) with the same soil and pile conditions. 
Dynamic Characteristics of the Coupled SPS System
In this step, a concentrated mass attached to the structural column is introduced to the model. The verification process in this stage focuses on evaluating the effective natural (f SSI ). The effective natural frequency (f SSI ) of the coupled system is defined as the frequency at which the ratio (U s /U ff ) is maximized, where U s is the structure mass displacement. Verification was performed by comparing the effective natural period of the system (T SSI ) calculated using the current FE model at different values of parameter 1/σ with the available analytical solutions as well as the 3D FE analysis by Rovithis et al. 4) . The available analytical procedures include:
Solution by Veletsos and Meek 15) :
where T st, fixed and K st represent the fixed-base natural period and stiffness of the structure. K x and K θ denote the frequency-dependent foundation stiffness in translational and rocking oscillations, respectively. (2) Rigorous analytical solution by Maravas et al. 18) : where  str and  represent the damping ratio of the fixed-base and flexibly supported structure, respectively, and  x ,  θ the damping ratios in swaying and rocking of the foundation.
Comparison of the current FE model results against the aforementioned equations as well as the results obtained by Rovithis et al. 4 ) is illustrated in Fig. 6 . Figure 6 presents the ratio of the effective natural frequency of the system to the natural frequency of the fixed-base structure (f SSI /f str. fixed ) against the parameter (1/σ). A very good agreement between the numerical results and both the rigorous analytical solution of Maravas et al. 18) and the 3D analysis of Rovithis et al. 4) is evident confirming the accuracy of the FE model. 
Effect of Soil Profile and Soil Nonlinearity
The effects of soil profile and material nonlinearity of the soil are a major concern. It is anticipated that the soil stratum plays a significant role in the response of the SSPSI system.
Free-Field Response
The effect of soil profile on the free-field response is studied by changing the value of parameter m G in Eq. (19) as stated earlier. The effect of nonlinearity of soil is also studied by changing the amplitude of the input acceleration (A). Figure 7 compares the variation of the free-field amplification with respect to bed rock motion versus frequencies of the input motion. The second and the third natural shear frequencies of the soil layer get closer to the first natural shear frequency as the soil shear modulus distribution with depth become not uniform (inhomogeneous), in agreement with the results obtained by Gazetas 7) . A substantial increase is observed in the peak amplification at the first, the second, and the third natural frequencies as the soil become inhomogeneous. Figure 7 shows also the fundamental periods lengthening due to soil nonlinearity and the substantial reduction in the peak amplification accompanied with these periods lengthening.
The strain level of the soil might be different with the change of the frequency of the input motion, even if the peak acceleration was constant. Figure 8 shows the variation of the shear strain of the ground with the frequency of input motions at constant values of the amplitude of input accelerations. As expected, a substantial increase is observed in the peak amplification of soil shear strain at the first, the second, and the third natural frequencies with the increase of the amplitude of the input motion.
Kinematic Soil-pile Interaction
The influence of soil profile on kinematic interaction factors for both fixed and free head conditions is portrayed in Fig. 9 . Figure 9 declares that, in the frequency range studied (f = 0.5-10.5 Hz), the filtering by a pile of the high frequency components of the base excitation may be substantially greater with inhomogeneous than with homogeneous soil deposits. At the same time, the rotational components of motion may also be stronger in the inhomogeneous deposits at high frequency components of the base excitation but weaker at lower ones. On the other hand, the effect of non-linear soil properties seems to be not significant for both interaction factors components.
Coupled Soil-pile-structure Interaction
As stated in section 2, the effective natural frequency (f SSI ) is defined as the frequency at which the ratio (U s /U ff ) is maximized. The effect of soil profile and material nonlinearity of soil on the effective natural frequency of a coupled soil-pile-structure system (1/σ = 0.42) is shown in Fig. 10 . The fixed base fundamental frequency of the structure is also plotted as a reference. Figure 10 shows the strong effect of soil-pile-structure interaction resulting in a significant reduction of f SSI with respect to the natural frequency of the structure under fixed base conditions. Figure 10 also illustrates a reduction in f SSI corresponding to the change in soil profile from homogeneous to inhomogeneous soil profile. A reduction in f SSI due to soil nonlinearity associated with substantial decrease in the peak amplification could be observed from Fig. 10 . Figure 11 plots the ratios of the pile-head to free-field displacement (U p /U ff ) under the combined effect of kinematic and inertial interaction for both homogeneous and inhomogeneous soil profiles at a low amplitude of input motion (input acceleration = 0.01 m/s 2 ) to ensure linear behavior. Figure  11 plots also the ratios of (U p /U ff ) correspond to inhomogeneous soil profile and at different amplitudes of input motions ranging from 0.01 to 1.0 m/s 2 input acceleration to investigate the effect of soil nonlinearity on the pile response under the combined action of kinematic and inertial interactions. It is worth to note that at least for all cases included in Fig. 11 , the ratio U p /U ff seems to be dominated by two discrete frequencies: a lower frequency where the pile-head motion is amplified and a higher one where the response is suddenly de-amplified with respect to 
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free-field motion. This variation pattern has been observed in transient response analyses using real earthquake motions of a pile-supported structure 19) as well as analytical studies of soil-pile-structure system base on coupled 4) and uncoupled 20) SSPSI.
As observed by Rovithis et al.
4)
, pile-head motion is substantially amplified at the effective natural frequency f SSI , where the response of the pile-structure system is maximized. A pseudo-natural frequency (f pSSI ) is introduced by Rovithis et al.
(using linear 3D FE analysis) as the frequency where the pile-head motion is minimized relative to the free-field soil surface motion. As shown in Fig. 11 there is some reduction in f pSSI as the soil become inhomogeneous. In contrast to the clear effect of soil nonlinearity on f SSI , f pSSI seems to be not affected by soil nonlinearity.
Dynamic Pile Moment: Relative Contributions of Kinematic and Inertial Interaction.
To investigate the role of the frequency content of the input motion as well as the relative contributions of kinematic and inertial interaction on dynamic pile bending, pile bending moments profiles calculated at frequencies content of input motions closed to both natural frequencies of the soil stratum and effective natural frequency of the coupled soil-pile-structure system are plotted and compared to the corresponding kinematic moments for both free and fixed pile head conditions as shown in Fig. 12 . Figure 12 When the frequency content of the bedrock excitation is closed to the first fundamental frequency of soil (1.25 Hz) as shown in Fig. 12(a) , the maximum pile bending moment occurs near the ground surface (pile head) and it corresponds to the fixed head pile case (kinematic interaction). Figure 12 Figure 12(b) shows the results at 2.0 Hz which corresponds to the effective natural frequency of the coupled system (see Fig. 11 ). The maximum pile bending moment occurs near the ground surface and it corresponds to the coupled soil-pile-structure system. Figure  12 (b) declares that soil-pile-structure interaction has a major effect on pile bending. Figure 12 (c) shows a substantial reduction in pile bending under the combined action of kinematic and inertial interaction when the frequency content of the input motion is closed to f pSSI = 3.75 Hz. This reduction in pile bending may be important in pile design. It is worth to note that, although this significant reduction, the maximum pile bending still corresponds to the combined action of kinematic and inertial interaction and it occurs close to ground surface. When the dominate frequency of the input motion excites higher soil modes , kinematic effects dominate the response and significant bending moment are generated at greater depths as shown in Fig. 12(d) .
Conclusions
The non-linear response of coupled soil-pile-structure systems to seismic loading was parametrically studied in the frequency domain using 2D FE. The interaction between the pile and the surrounding soil in 3D type was idealized in the 2D analysis using a soil-pile interaction spring with a hysteretic non-linear load displacement relationship. The study focuses on the effects of soil profile and material nonlinearity of the soil on the kinematic and inertial interaction as affected by the frequency content of input motion. Of the findings of this study, the following conclusions can be drawn: (1) Kinematic soil-pile interaction: the filtering of the pile to the high frequency components of the base excitation is substantially greater with inhomogeneous than with homogeneous soil deposits. On the other hand the effect of non-linear soil behavior seems to be not significant. (2) Coupled kinematic and inertial interaction: there is a significant reduction in the effective natural frequency due to soil inhomogeneity as well as soil nonlinearity. (3) In contrast to the clear effect of soil nonlinearity on f SSI , f pSSI seems to be not affected by it. (4) Structural vibrations tend to impose large bending moments on or near to the pile head, when the frequency of excitation is close to the effective natural frequency of the system. On the contrary, when the input motion excites higher soil modes, strong kinematic effects are mobilized and generate significant pile bending at greater depths. 4) Rovithis, E., Pitilakis, K. and Mylonakis, G., Seismic analysis of coupled soil-pile-structure systems leading to the definition of a pseudo-natural SSI frequency, Soil Dynamics and Earthquake Engineering, 29 (6) 
